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Editors’ Note 
 
This international seminar on Language Maintenance and Shift II is a continuation of the previous 
international seminar with the same theme conducted by the Master Program in Linguistics, Diponegoro 
University in July 2011. We do hope that the seminar with this theme can become a yearly program of the 
Master Program in Linguistics, Diponegoro University, as we see that this topic still needs our serious 
attention due to the inevitable impact of globalization on the life of indigenous languages. 
 
We would like to thank the seminar committee for putting together the seminar that gave rise to this 
collection of papers. Thanks also go to the head and secretary of the Master Program in Linguistics 
Diponegoro University, without whom the seminar would not have been possible. 
 
The table of contents lists all the papers presented at the seminar. The first five papers are those presented 
by invited keynote speakers. They are Prof. Dr. Hanna (Balai Bahasa Provinsi Sulawesi Tenggara, 
Indonesia), Prof. Dr. Bambang Kaswanti Purwo (Atma Jaya Catholic University, Indonesia), Dr. 
Sugiyono (Language Center, Indonesia), Peter Suwarno, Ph.D (Arizona State University), and Herudjati 
Purwoko, Ph.D (Diponegoro University).   
 
In terms of the topic areas, there are 33 papers on language maintenance, 24 papers on language learning, 
19 paper on sociolinguistics, 15 paper on pragmatics, 8 papers on discourse analysis, 8 paper on 
morphology, 2 papers on syntax, 2 papers on translation, 1 papers on psycholinguistics, 1 papers on 
phonology, and 1 papers on semantics.  
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SPEECH PLANNINGS IN THE STUDENTS’ CONVERSATION 
(A CASE STUDY OF FOURTH SEMESTER STUDENTS OF ENGLISH DEPARTMENT, 
 DIAN NUSWANTORO UNIVERSITY) 
 
Sri Mulatsih 
Dian Nuswantoro University of Semarang 
asihpnrg@yahoo.com 
 
Abstract 
 
This study is aimed at describing the speech plannings employed by the fourth semester 
students of English Department, Dian Nuswantoro University in making conversation with 
their friends. The data was collected by recording the students’ conversation. The 
conversation lasted for about 30 minutes. The data, then, was transcribed into the written 
form. In analyzing the data, the writer used the framework proposed by  Faerch and Kasper 
(1983:214). The result showed that the speech plannings the students usually attempted in 
making conversation are: temporal variables such as  pause (filled), drawls ; hesitation 
phenomena such as filled pause, repetition, and correction; and other phenomena like slip, 
switch, uptake signal, and interjection. From the kinds of speech plannings mentioned above 
it can be said that pauses (filled) were the most attempted by the students so they could gain 
time for execution. In general, the speech plannings attempted by the students indicate that 
the students’ speaking readiness is low. In other words, they often find problems in their 
conversation. 
 
Keywords:  Communication, Speech Plannings, hesitation phenomena, Students’ 
Conversation, temporal variables. 
 
 
For English students, English is not learnt as a general subject but as their major that consists of 
four language skills such as listening, reading, speaking, and writing; and English elements like grammar 
or vocabulary. This may indicate the English they study and the activities they experience may cover both 
the declarative and procedural knowledge. The declarative knowledge may be useful for the students to 
know about language, and the procedural knowledge may enable them to use the knowledge about 
language for communication. This goes with Ellis (1994:699) who says that declarative knowledge 
consists of factual information about L2 that has not yet been integrated or automatized . While 
procedural knowledge is knowledge that has become proceduralized so that it is available for automatic 
and unconscious use (Ellis,1994:720) 
English department students of Dian Nuswantoro University can do many things to improve their 
procedural knowledge especially their speaking skill. However, it needs hardwork and descipline because 
those students live in Javanese and Indonesian environment  where people use Javanese and Indonesian. 
This means that the inputs and exposure do not support, and thus they maybe incomprehensible nor 
unavailable for English learning. Therefore their procedural knowledge does not seem to show any 
improvement. In English communication, students still indicate some problems. They do not seem to 
enjoy speaking in English as they usually speak their local or national language. As a result they usually 
encounter many difficulties when they communicate in English. This may be caused by several factors 
such as the lack of linguistic, actional, socio-cultural, strategic, and even discourse competence.The 
optimum efforts made by them indeed show that they managed to use English for communication, though 
the communication is often distrupted. 
Based on the statement above the writer is interested in conducting this research to know how 
students attempt speech plannings in their communication with their friends.  
Speech plannings  are elements of communication. Actually communication has two aspects: 
communication strategies and speech planning. Communication strategies are not discussed in this study, 
while speech plannings also known as performance features become the focus of this study. Speech 
plannings comprise two classes: temporal variable i.e. modification of speech along the temporal 
dimension and hesitation phenomena i.e. variables disturbing the smooth flow of speech (Faerch and 
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Kasper,1983:214). It is believed that those features color most of the communication involving English 
students. The argument is that those students posses discourse competence in the procedural knowledge 
that they need the performance features in their conversation. In other word, they attempt so as to achieve 
a particular communicative goal. According to Faerch and Kasper (1983:214) there are several kinds of 
speech plannings, they are temporal variables which covers speech rate, articulation rate, pause, length of 
run, and drawls; hesitation phenomena which includes filled pause, repetition, correction (false start, new 
start, self repair, other repair); and other phenomena such as slips, switch, uptake signal and interjection. 
 
RESEARCH METHOD 
The subjects of this study are three fourth semester students of English department, Dian Nuswantoro 
University.To collect the data which are in the form of students’ conversation, the writer used tape 
recorder to record their conversation, and then it was transcribed for the sake of analysis. To analyze 
those data, the writer used the following steps: transcribing the recorded data, segmenting the recorded 
data into clauses, identifying the segmented clauses which indicate the existence of speech plannings, 
classifying or categorizing the speech plannings according to their types as either temporal variables, 
slips, or self-repair, explaining or interpreting the speech plannings having been classified. 
 
RESULT 
This part presents the finding on the  speech planning/performance features emerging in the students’ 
conversation. As states before the speech planning here are classified into several elements, they are: 
Temporal variables which are divided into five elements like speech rate, articulation rate, pauses 
(unfilled), length of run, and drawls; hesitation phenomena which is divided into three elements : filled 
pauses (lex-voc-cord-act, gambit, cajoler), repetition (self-repeat and other), correction (false start, new 
start, self-repair, and other); and other phenomena like slips (phonological, grammatical, lexical), switch, 
uptake signal and interjection. (Faerch and Kasper,1983:214) The number of pauses (unfilled) attempted 
by the students is 22, drawl is 10, lex-voc-cord-act is 21, cajoler is 10, gambit is 7, self-repeat is 17, 
repeat others is 2, self-repair is 11, slip (grammatical) is 16, slip( lexical) is 4, switch is 2, uptake signal is 
3 and interjection is 6.  
 
Temporal variables 
Speech rate, articulation rate, length of run  
 The speech rate, articulation rate, and length of run are ignored because they are difficult to identify 
or examine. The writer must measure them by the use of appropriate and sophisticated machine in 
laboratory, while this research just uses conventional way. The speech rate is the number of syllables  per 
second; articulation rate is an aspect of speed delivery, which refers to the vocal speech utterances i.e. the 
total speaking time; and length of run is a mean number of syllables between pauses. 
 
Pause (unfilled) 
 The pauses found in the conversation involving the three fourth semester students are the unfilled 
pauses. The unfilled pauses vary in the symbol. i.e. If it is long pause its symbol is (lp) and short pause is 
(sp). The writer didn’t use digital clock to count it but she only predicted whether it is long or short pause. 
The examples of unfilled pauses emerging in the students’ conversation are: 
- [2]  I feel love is what is it (sp) a kind of feeling that (lp) but really need sacrifice , we don’t care we 
(sp) he is (sp) or 
- [3] but I think (lp) love is something cannot be forced. 
- [6] first love is (lp) true love and second (lp) , so maybe (sp) two opinion become one. 
- [17] I’ll explain about the differences about (sp) between love and like and (sp) and (sp) friend I have 
friend  (lp) an article about love and like from (sp) Latifa, Latifa article. 
- [32] at the second class then first, then (lp) 
 
 This evidence  indicates that three students hesitate a lot or often encounter a lot of problems in 
communication. This is in line with what Faerch and Kasper (1983:215) say that unfilled pauses increase 
with the cognitive difficulty of task involved. The writer could say that those students are insufficient for 
communication because they often stayed silent/pause within their turns. 
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Drawls 
 Drawl or the lengthening of a syllable relative to a speaker’s normal syllable length is also found 
in the students’ conversation. The examples of drawl can be seen below: 
- [2] okey, okey anddd …start from me 
- [12] okey they can beee… a friend ,they can beee… a a family, 
-  [19] you will cheer him not follow what nottt… not but you cry with him. 
- [38] and thennn.. afterrr.. after I after we change my class 
- [47] then afterrr… my first relationship (lp) I met new relationship with other friend only from 
 Drawls performed by the students were used as time gaining devices for the planning of a 
subsequent speech unit. They typically occur in function words in order that the speaker gains time for 
selection of the next lexical items. 
 
Hesitation phenomena 
Filled pause 
The filled pauses emerging in the students’ conversation are in the form of non-lexical- vocal-cord 
activity like er , em; cajoler like you know, I mean; what is it and gambit like okey, well. The examples 
of fillied pauses can be seen in the following clauses: 
- [5] Er em I mean that em love is relates with the feeling and how about you Arya? 
- [6] Okey, I have many opinion about love. 
-  [21] I mean the third point what is it? 
 
These non lexical filled pauses reflect effective states like situational anxiety (Faerch and 
Kasper,1983:215). From the evidence above it can be said the English of those students is insufficient for 
communication because they often used non lexical filled pauses during their turns. It is certain that they 
are inexperienced speakers because they only used a few gambits and cajolers which are often used by 
experienced speakers in their conversation.  
 
Repetition 
Repetition is divided into two categories, they are self-repeat and repeat others. The finding in self-
repeat is exemplified in the following clauses: 
- [7] Sorry sorry er first love is true love, can you explain that? 
- [10] I think different I think different 
- [17] I have friend (lp) an article about about love and like from an internet I take I take from (sp) 
Latifa; it’s about three three point 
 
While repeat others is found in turn [28] four times, and in turn [29] four times.  
 
 It is often believed that repetition is performed by those students as time gaining strategy for the 
selection of the next lexical item. It is used as time-gaining device for planning of a subsequent speech 
unit. 
 
Correction 
 Correction or repair consists of four categories: false start, new start, self-repair and repair others. 
In this research the false start and self-repair are considered the same, and they can be found in the 
following clauses: 
- [17] I take I take from (sp) Latifa latifa article Okey..  
- [21] I think I can’t understand with a three (sp) this point three this point I mean the third point. 
- [23] Do you mean that the one you love is crying of course if you look at if you see your 
boyfriend has a problem? 
- [33] You were still a child at that time why do you why did you? 
- [34] but many many of my friends all of my friends maybe they have boyfriends , just only only  
I only me …. 
  The new start and repair others are not found in this conversation. Repair reveals that speaker 
runs into some difficulty in executing her plan, or that she considers the already executed plan insufficient 
as a means of communicating her intended meaning. In the conversation the self repair were usually 
preceded by filled pause like er em , I mean, what is it, the psycholinguistic function of which is to gain 
time for planning. The false start found in the conversation tend to occur with lexical words. 
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Other phenomena 
Slips 
 In the students’ conversation, there were slips of the tongue (lapses, speech  errors) only in 
grammatical and lexical intentions not in phonological. Those slips can be found in the following clauses: 
- [2] We don’t care we (sp) he is (sp) or where he from what about you Rumia.  
- [5]… I mean that em love is relates with the feeling and how about you Arya? 
- [17] Your heart beat faster, you know 
- [26] You smile because you happy not fell embrassed 
- [41] How long your relationship er er your first relationship with your first boyfriend? 
- [46] So back to first condition I still happy and enjoy my day. 
 
From the grammatical lapses emerging in the conversation, it indicates that they do not master the 
grammar of English which they can use to achieve their communicative goals. While lexical lapses show 
that they have lack of correct words to express something. 
 
Switch 
 Switch is the change of language. i.e. English to Indonesian or English to Javanese. In the 
conversation, there are only two switches performed by the students. one is English to Javanese and the 
other is English to Indonesia. They can be seen below: 
- [39] akeh! 
- [25] ya….ya 
 Those students performed these switches because they didn’t  realize it  not because they didn’t 
know the words in English.  
 
Uptake signal 
 Uptake signal is performed when the hearer understands what is meant by the speaker. The 
examples of uptake signal in the conversation are: 
- [15] er er yes 
- [18] yes Okey yes  
- [20] yes… 
 
Interjection 
 Interjection is word or phrase to show surprise, anger, etc. i.e. Oh! haa! or good heavens!   The 
interjections emerging in the students’ conversation are: 
- [29] four times! too many! too many! 
- [31] Junior! You had! Yeah! Oh my God! 
- [35] How poor you are! 
- [37] Feel  jealous! 
- [41] Oh…wao! 
- [43] Woo …too long! 
 
 In the conversation, the students performed interjections because they were surprised of what they 
friend said. 
 
CONCLUSION 
Speech plannings usually attempted by the students in their conversation are temporal variables like 
pause (unfilled), drawls; Hesitation phenomena like filled pause, repetition, and correction; and other 
phenomena such as slip, switch, uptake signal, and interjection. 
The number of pauses (unfilled) attempted by the students is 22, drawl is 10, lex-voc-cord-act is 21, 
cajoler is 10, gambit is 7, self-repeat is 17, repeat others is 2, self-repair is 11, slip (grammatical) is 16, 
slip( lexical) is 4, switch is 2, uptake signal is 3 and interjection is 6.  
 From the number mentioned above it can be said that pauses (filled) were the most attempted by 
the students so they could gain time for execution. In general, the speech plannings attempted by the 
students indicate that the students’ speaking readiness is low. In other words, they often find problems in 
their conversation. 
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